where rm is the mass transport velocity, D the self-diffusion coefficient, j a correlation factor, k BOLTZMANN'S constant, E the field and e electronic charge. 
The method employed in this study of atom transport in pure solid metals was similar in principle to that first used by WEVER 1 and then developed by HUNTINGTON and co-workers 2 ' 3 . The motion of inert markers on the surfaces of DC-or AC-carrying metal rods was observed under a microscope. A temperature gradient was maintained by forced cooling of the rod ends. For a general account of the method and underlying principles, one may refer to a review article by HUNTINGON 4 . The mass flow can be shown to be oppositely directed and simply proportional to the marker motion. The special modifications employed in the present work have been described in a detailed article on electrotransport in In 5 . The most important improvement on the In work consisted in the employment of gettered argon atmosphere in the cell.
The results are shown in Fig. 1 , expressed in transport numbers (defined as the ratio of mass transport velocity to electron cloud velocity, positive if metal ions move towards cathode), calculated on the arbitrary assumption that the effective number of conduction electrons per atom is 2 in Zn, 4 in Pb. Comparison has been made with the results obtained earlier by Kuz-MENKO et al. 6 , who used a radioactive and weighing technique in essentially isothermal measurements. The main aim of the present work was in fact to get a notion of the relative accuracy of the two methods and in particular to check the earlier results in Zn and Pb, as they are relevant to the question of the charge carrier sign. In Zn, especially, with a large positive HALL coefficient, one would have expected a mass motion towards the cathode, as observed by WEVER 7 in Fe. However, it is obvious from Fig. 1 
where rm is the mass transport velocity, D the self-diffusion coefficient, j a correlation factor, k BOLTZMANN'S constant, E the field and e electronic charge. 
Here q, q* denote the ionization of an average, resp. a diffusing atom, g is the specific resistivity of the metal, m* the effective electronic mass. Although the formula takes into account the possibility of hole conduction, one should expect it to apply quantitatively only for electron conductors, as momentum transfer from defect charge carriers presents complicated aspects.
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the factor K can be considered to be a constant, which is of importance e. g. if the true charge of an alloying element is to be determined by electromigration (plotting z* e vs. £> _1 gives q* as intercept on z* e axis). The present results as well as those of practically all other non-isothermal measurements (see summary, ref. 
